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From the rumor mill:

As Rosemary Capps steps into the spotlight of Color
Day 1966, it is a fitting climax to a three year involvement
in Wooster's Color Day tradition. As a freshman whose

The Deans ruthlessly interrogated certain parties in
the early morning hours in a Dean's home without giving the
students adequate time to collect their thoughts.

"

.

s

The Deans used "gestapo-liketactics in questioning
suspected persons, forcing students into false admissions by
bluffs, threats, etc.
"

long-standin-

The Dean of Women asked irrevelant, overly personal
questions of certain women.
The Deans refuse to reveal to the student body the
actual facts, thus encouraging rumor and "cloaking" the real
reasons for decisions.

Charges as serious as some of the above statements de
mand a clarification of the situation. For the students' part,
they wish to be informed about all the inner workings of the
Galpin power structure. The Deans reply that in many cases,
revealing certain facts would needlessly injure the parties in
volved. The question of how much the students should be told
is a dilemma that may never be solved. Obviously, if all
implications were revealed in every case, it would go a long
way toward healing the bitterness that now exists between
Galpin and the student body. It would also cause undue
embarrassment to accused students.
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COLOR DAY QUEEN ROSIE CAPPS poses in anticipation of the

gala spring weekend, A Hundred Years of Flying Colors.
Rosie and her court will be running a tight schedule beginning with tonight's concert followed by the Queen's Ball.
Weather or not, the Coronation will be held tomorrow morning at which time the Color Day Skit, the "Tree That Wood
Knot Leaf Well Enough Alone," will be presented in Rosie's

Woosfer Crossroaders
A wait African Summer
"You may leave Africa,"
Dr. James H. Robinson, director of Operation Crossroads

theless, since it is the Deans themselves rather than the
standard who have been attacked in this case, the validity
of the standard is not really pertinent. That argument must
be made to the Board of Trustees.

Africa, has said, "but Africa

Student complaints have arisen on two basic points, both
of which are implied in the charges above. Claims of gestapolike tactics of interrogation have been charged against the
investigation. Second, the complaint
Deans in their
l
is that the judgments were far too strict. We believe the
Deans' office has every right to ask questions of students when
they first suspect that there has been an infraction of a college
rule. They do not have the right to delve into extraneous
personal affairs of the students. A persistent questioning technique may be necessary in many cases because the accused
themselves. The
shunts mav lie in attemntine(j to nrotect
l
students were charged only with girls', illegal
visitation and with the use of alcohol. The Deans will admit
that the degree of the penalty was influenced by the fact that
the students deliberately lied when questioned.
pre-tria-

Rosie's interest in Wooster is a
constant attitude, rather than a
long list of activities. A simple de
sire to follow Dr. Lowry's words
to freshmen
"you won't like
Wooster until you've given some
thing to it" is obvious in her
college career. Evidence of Rosie's

"giving" ranges from participation
in the Chamber Orchestra and
Westminster Choir and manage
mcnt of SGA committees

honor.

Initially, it must be recognized that there will always
be complaints in any situation of this sort because a majority
of students believe that the rules involved are unrealistic for
the College of Wooster in 1966. We agree, because the Col
lege has adopted a paternalistic attitude in regulating and
legislating what we believe to be an outdated morality. Never

never leaves you." This is the nature of the experience the following eight fortunate Wooster students arc hoping to have this summer: Lee Catello in Nigeria, Steve
Girton in the Gambia, Ann Hills in
Malawi, Pete Jenks in Liberia, Jim
Justin in Uganda, Peggy McKee in
Kenya, George Siedel in Nigeria,
and Terry Sloan in Ghana.
Those Woosterites have been
selected to participate in "Cross-

roads Africa," the summer pro
gram, which, like the Peace Corps,
demonstrates, by deeds not words,
the friendly feelings of Americans
(and Canadians) toward the citizens of the newly independent
states of Africa. The demonstration
takes the form of practical manual
The penalties assessed in this case were unduly severe labor on projects of value to the
and apparently assigned in an arbitrary manner. Why some local community schools, hostels,
students went unpenalized and others received the near maxi- drainage ditches, and the like. To
be sure. Operation Crossroads Afrimum penalty of indefinite suspension is incomprehensible. ca is neither a tourist trip nor a
The penalties were not only harsh and unimaginative but safari; it is a
rethis
are
point
complaints
on
Student
inconsistent.
also
lationship in depth.
It is apparent that other factors besides the terms
The Crossroaders will be spendof the charges determined the severity of the penalties. In ing about two and one-hal- f
months
addition, the men were requested by the Deans to vacate their working alongside the Africans in
apartment and find new housing for this semester within four the hot sun on various local prodays of receiving the penalty. This action, despite the Deans' jects. For this opportunity these
indications to the contrary, is an addition and unnecessary college students have had to pay
flexibility a large part of their own way and
disciplinary measure. Where is the much-stressehave agreed to make at least one
and understanding of the personnel Deans?
speech a week to local clubs and
organizations about their experi
As far as the other complaints are concerned, the questionences for a year after they return
1

us

person-to-perso-

well-founde-

g

coronation tomorrow
morning will highlight the weekend activities for the Queen. She
will be entertained by the Color
Day Pageant, written by Wooster
graduate Scott Craig, and by the
annual May Pole Dance presented
by the senior women. The All- College Starlight Dance in her
honor will close the evening on
the old tennis courts.

The Deans both collect evidence and sit in judgment,
thereby eliminating all possibility of objectivity on the part
of the court body. The Deans have already decided on the
guilt of the accused when they come to court.

off-camp-

an

Rosie's

The Deans assessed serious penalties upon the men
involved for lying rather than for the actual infraction of fa
college standard.

--- -y

was on the court while her future
Pi Kappa hellmaster Mady Miller
reigned as queen, Rosie's participation in Color Day was at once
distant and immediate. Last year
of the Color Day
as a
weekend festivities', she discovered
the phenomenal organization and
unrecognized effort behind such
Wooster tradition.
a
This year, as the event's most celebrated person, Queen Rosie views
the proceedings with unusually
vivid recollections and anticipations.
co-chairm-

The Dean of Women called in for questioning all the
girls who had ever dated the men who were charged.

t-- v-

(Fort Wayne, Indiana)

home-tow- n

The Deans of Women entered a girls' dorm after hours
to grill implicated women.

i

Rosemary Capps' Coronation
Climaxes Week Of Activities

FACULTY EVALUATIONS

Questionnaires for Faculty
Evaluation, which the Faculty
was encouraged to use at the
end of the first semester will
be used again at the end of
this semester. Some 100 members of the faculty used the
questionnaire in January with
their classes. Results were
computed at Galpin and individual results released to
each professor using the
evaluation for his own benefit.

encouraged as cumulative results, rather than single semester results, will be most
beneficial.

i

efforts are best illustrated by the
duties of her newly assumed posi
tion as Vice President of Campus
Affairs. Ability to organize people
and activities is a necessity for

this job ; capability and enthusiasm
in these areas are among Rosie's
personal qualities. More important,
however, is the force of such a
position in influencing areas of
student-facultrelations and lm
proving school policies. Possessing
a power inaccessible to most stu
dents, Rosie displays a seriousness
toward her dual responsibilities to
students and administration surprising in a girl who also appeals
to the beauty queen vote.
y

Rosie's less
terests are expressed in a
ar

inSpeech-Englis- h

joint major. She plans to
go into Speech Therapy and sees
a preview of this career every
Thursday at the Beall Avenue
school speech correction classes.
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home.

What is the value of all this?
The late Adlai E. Stevenson once
foreign policy is too
said,
important to be left to the govern-

"...

s
ments. Citizens must involve
in meaningful relations with
them-selve-

The Deans bave no doubt been overzealous in their citizens of other countries." Eight
eagerness to pursue this case to its conclusion. Though the Wooster students are looking forDeans have categorically denied the use of such questioning ward to just such a chance for
--

(Continued on Page 3)

involvement this summer in Africa.

Behling, Pilch, Felt
Give Resignations

Behling as Assistant Dean of
Women, Dr. Thomas Felt as Associate Professor of History, and
Coach Arthur Pilch as Assistant
Professor of Physical Education.
Pilch has resigned his position
here as Assistant Professor of
Physical Education to become head
track coach at Williams College in
Williamstown, Mass. Coach Pilch
spent four years here at the College. Dean Drushal announced his
resignation with the comment, "We
have appreciated very much Mr.
Pilch's fine work as track coach.
We wish him well in his new posi
tion which we are sure he will find
challenging and rewarding."
Miss Behling has announced her
reisgnation as Assistant Dean of
Women in order to return to her
professional
work i n physical
therapy. Miss Behling graduated
from the College in the class of
1962, and has her certificate from
the Watson School of Physiatrics.
She has been Assistant Dean of
Women for two years.
Dean J. Garber Drushal remark
ed in commenting on Miss Behl- Some months
g s resignation,
:o Miss Behling indicated her
wish to return to her career work
in her profession. We assured her
of her cordial welcome here if
he wished to stay, and. take this
opportunity to thank her for the
very splendid work she has done
in the newly created position,
which she was the first to occupy."
Dr. Thomas Felt of the Department of History has submitted his
resignation to accept a position in
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare in Washington.
He is a graduate of the College in
the class of 1952 and has been on
the faculty here since 1960. He
received his doctorate fronrMichi
gan State in 1961. "We wish to
congratulate Dr. Felt upon the very
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The office of Dean J. Garber
Wooster's Centennial Color Day Drushal has recently announQueen has made a continuing ced the resignations of several
contribution to the College; her staff members:
Miss Mary

d.

ing that occurred in a girls' dorm after hours took place solely
because a hearing was to be held the next day in which facts
attempts had
been
had to be knownNumerpus unsuccesslul
Charges
previously made to get in contact with the women.
that all girls who ever dated the men involved were called in
for questioning are false.

Dean's List standing is an added
illustration of the Queens versa- lhty.
Rosie's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen R. Capps, will arrive today from Fort Wayne, Indiana, to
share Color Day with her. Her
older sister, Sally, a graduate of
Mount nolyoke College, also leaves
her job with the Government Edu
cation Department in Washington
to be at Wooster this weekend.
Asked what the most exciting
part of the Color Day activities
will be for her as Queen, Rosie
chose her Saturday morning coro
nation. After weeks of consulting
a pessimistic farmers Almanac
last year, only to be surprised by
one of Wooster s most beautiful
days, Rosie is expecting the best
tor tomorrow s ceremony.
Serving on the Color Day Court
with Rosie will be Maid of Honor
Dannie Peacoe, a psychology major from Pittsburgh; Carolyn Do- hay, English major from Brecks-villOhio; Bette Ipsen, religion
and English major from Morris
Plains, N.J.,; Ruth Kulp, Russian
major from Kidgewood, N.J.; and
Linda Scott, biology major from
Pittsburgh.

team.

extra-curricul-

Wise participation is again

to

rather peripheral but enthusiastic
membership on the WRA golf

friend Gretchen Meister

With "Goodby, Goodby, Mamma. I'm leaving home," Miss
Nan Martin and Bryan Dunlap close the last scene in this
week's Color Day production, "Look Homeward, Angel." See
review on page 6.

splendid appointment which he has
received, to which he goes with
our best wishes. We are grateful
for all he has done for the College,
especially for his work with the
Summer Institutes in History,"
said Drushal.
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Homogenized Ilk

WltU

Several years ago the SGA president commented that
Wooster students seemed habitually to charge blindly over
the hill waving a cause, running solidly into a brick wall. We
seem to be perpetuating this tradition. The cause of admitting
students from more diverse backgrounds has been raised, a
few bricks have been loosened, but we are still running into
the wall. Perhaps if we opened our eyes, the wall would fall

WltAT OTUER FOGRAMjAfrn?
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Galpin Gazette?
To the Editor:
Wooster is a school very prone
to rumor; here is the latest one
that has been circulating. We
would like to know the facts behind it.
"The VOICE editor has accepted
an agreement with the administration to the effect that nothing 'controversial' concerning the college
will be printed in the next year."
We thought this letter the best
way lo get the truth in the open.

m
ill!

'.vte.rnlji!

more quickly.
"Too much' homogeneity!" is the cry. "If this is truly
a Christian College, then we should give the deprived, and
those from varied backgrounds, greater opportunity to come
here." Indeed, this is a valid, and worthy goal, but the
means to it should not end with the verbalized or written complaint; admitting these students is only half the battle. They
are not truly students at this college until we have assimilated
them through thoughtful action. We have forgotten that inherent in our goal is a responsibility for ourselves. They
cannot benefit from the college unless they know its people.
In turn, we benefit from them through these interactions and

personal relationships.

vnnn

Sally Cheaney

3

Jenny Coddington

S

Ed. Note: Of course we have an

?tip $6. icomtuoe,

agreement
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by Ron Wirick
Few realize that 23 countries and unknown numbers
from various subcultures within the United States are already
A couple of months ago I was listening to one of those audience participation prorepresented here, for we continue to remain within our own
grams which have proliferated recently on the radio waves. The subject of discussion that
We seek those who understand
and
particular night was "The American Communist Party," and the "personality" being inus quickly, and with whom we feel most comfortable.
terviewed was the legal counsel to that organization. One call after another came into the
Admittedly, there is a verbalized concern here to serve studio asking why the Communist
others, and many boast a fulfilled responsibility in this area Party tried to violently overthrow a communist takes in this most observes that the middle of these
three groups is now dominant:
bourgeois of countries.
by identifying themselves with the growing numbers swirling the government, why they sup"The inevitable failures of this
The Program of the Communist
into Peace Corps, Vista, and Headstart. Or, some even act ported subversion and anarchy,
etc. To answer almost all the ques- Party U.S.A., a sort of Marxist faction though will constantly renow, and join NAACP or IRC. However, the vast majority tions of this
war trend. Each
message, p r o - inforce the
type the lawyer rejustifies Hammerskjold's comment that men continually glide sponded that the party was an vides some revealing insights into failure of 'limited war' to secure
by each other, while reaching out, but never make contact. independent agent (its connection this question. The document is, its objectives is prologue to the
with the Soviet Union has never first of all, rather orthodox Marx cry of the war hawks: why not
We have never dared to give ourselves.
been proven in court) that advo- in its basic exposition; it espouses venture more, why not go all out?
How easy to shout, with eyes closed, that Wooster is a cates peaceful, not violent revolu- the "inevitable, scientific" triumph The cry is the more compelling bebland homogeneous college not fulfilling its Christian duty, tion. As the controversy raged, I of international communism in cause even 'limited war' requires
began to wonder just what position particular it points to "rising class ideological mobilization. To justify
but not hear the stranger next to you.
sub-grou-

in-group-

ps

s.

with the Deans.
Howie brings us acceptable copy
each week and when Dean Reed
proofreads we expect her to omit
anything which could possibly
be misconstrued as controversial.
We have been considering
changing the name of the paper
to the Galpin Gazette. To further

cement this relationship, there
has been talk of a marital arrangement between the associate editor and the assistant Dean
of Women.

!

state-of-the-uni-

contradictions" within the U.S. to
produce this triumph. Yet when
Gus Hall and his comrades try to
fill in the details of this Marxist
picture, they run into the annoying
difficulty of obvious U.S. prosperity. The formula finally arrived at
is to blame any problems they
can find on "the reign of monopoly." The powers of the "Rockefellers, Mellons, and duPonts" are
held responsible for polluting the
air, aggravating urban blight, imperiling national health, and, yes,
even contaminating the air waves
("corruption of public taste is fostered for immediate commercial

Following Kir. Tambourine Man
by Mike Hutchison

From what I can hear, the theme song of the year seems to be "Outward Bound." It
kind of has a nice ring to it, like "Westward Ho the Wagons" and "Pursuit of Significance." I'm told that if you're bound Outward hard enough, you're bound to be pursuing
Significance, which is also kind of nice. But it doesn't work out that way. There's some
some
thins missing
suiiic sicp
uieie
missing there
11
t
.1
11
witnout wnicn an tne pursuing
and outward bounding will prob- ably end up in the dead end alley
that we shall for the time being
(since labels seem to be the thing
tnese aaysj convenienuy lanei insignificance. The simple fact is
that no one, not even Jesus Christ
or cob uytan,
can even

1

con-sid- er

being

really Outward
Bound before he
becomes s e r i
ously and significantly
n
ward Bound. Oh
yes, I can hear
--

the

murmurs
now. This poor
Hutch
soul (you say)
is one of those Ivory Tower habi
tues! But let me explain.

r
Ul

.,o
lT
fP
lit. lliliLUl
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W

mt

olww,t

A.JSA.

being Outward Bound,
working in the inner city, regis- tering voters, and presumably pur- sujn Significance. But when a
Negro family moved into his
neighborhood back home, he
suddenly discovered that his feel
ings about the whole thing weren't
as clearly cut as he had thought
them to be. Not that this guy had
been a hypocrite or anything. He
had been honestly doing his best
to do something he felt was Right.
He just hadn't let some of his
own feelings get into the proces-she hadn't been Inward Bound.

hVW

I think, from all my experience
with Towers, even Ivory ones that
there are two ways to gei aown
and mingle with the crowds in the
market place below. The first and
way is to leap over the
parapet. This way, of course,
makes the biggest splash, which is
all some people care about anyway.

u,Mi,li,.ofV,0;v,olf.

Bound. Sure, it's no good to sit
in an Ivory Tower. But if you're
going to come down take the In-

ward, serious route. The other way
is for the birds.

Avakian and Staff
Enjoy Recognition

person in any
do. He can continue as he is, in
up

u

nvnorTite.

He

-

Ivory Tower, forget the whole
thing, and hope that no one
cides to build an Ebony Tower
next door. Or he can go Inward,
Thig
egs
Qn
Qne
de-faste- st

.

.

,

.

.

.

hand, psyching himself out, so to
way down you will decide that you speak finding out which feelings
haven t given this matter all the are most important, most real and
thought you should have. The most urgent to him. On the other
other way to come down is by de- the procegs inc,U(Jes rdin
scending- the winding inner stair- ,
, ., T . ,
. r
. TT
. .i
am. ne must nna
oui wnats insiae
case (may t1 presume to call it the
Staircase of the Mind? All right ie whole situation, as well as
what's inside himself; he must
llicn, I won't.)
listen lo other people's opinions,
Now this way is a little more dif
ficult, especially if the tower is a read, observe, and find out what's
very high one. But the thing is, really happening. He must look
by the time you get to the bottom before he leaps.
of the stairs you will have to have
Then, when he finds out what's
a pretty good idea why you're go- lng Out. I mean you just don't really real to him his desire for
make such an effort just to get a Equality or his environmental
of fresh air! And I think ditioning. his desire for peace or
you'll find that you last somewhat hig dcgire
lQ
rfd of
longer and can do more in the
,
,
,
,
,
then,
Cong,
and
he
only
then,
etc.;
took
who
market place than those
must act 011 his decision, what- the quick way down.
be, if -- he- is -- to be
.
evcr
7VrvrT
,
What I am trying to say is that
,
.
.
Bound- - TLook at
realIy
0utward
too many people are all caught up
in being Outward Bound just for People who are really and Signifi- the sake of being Outward Bound, cantly Outward Bound, people like
and not giving any real thought to Martin Luther King, Staughton
what the whole thing ; means, to Lynd, Pete Seeger and
many more;
you
will find that they are
1
f n , ,whoA was
,B and
evnmnlP! tI knew a fellow
an ardent supporter of the Civil the people who have also been seri- Rights movement and a member ously and bignihcantly Inward
con-breat- h

r;

1

-it-

1

I

-may-

the sacrifice of our young men and

their employment in the large-scal- e
slaughter of other peoples,
propaganda must paint this or
that remote land as a vital frontier
of national interest, where the containment or rollback of 'Communism' is decisive to national
security."
By the way, Mr. Rusk, what is
the latest count of our nffhhnpf
D
D
forces in Vietnam?

The VOICE won second
place in the category of "best
weekly newspaper" at the Ohio
College Newspaper Associat-

ion

"The VOICE shows good coverage of campus events and pays attention to the serious and cultural
aspects of Academia," said the
judges. The College's student-publishenewspaper had placed third
in the contest last year.
Woostcr's college journal also
picked up a third place in "best
educational service" as "a good
example of lively reporting." Individual honors went to Stan Good,
VOICE cartoonist, who placed second in the cartoon category, and
lo Tim Kramer, who received an
honorable mention for news
d

The pathetic, almost humorous
nature of these claims is rather
typical of the whole document.
Specific social ills (e.g., the Negro
problem) are considered, but it always seems that the communists
are only concerned with these
problems as specific instances in
the grand sway of scientific socialism. Lawyers and court decisions to the contrary, the core of
the American Communist Party
program is dogma specifically of
the Soviet brand. The program
reads very logically, and paints an
utterly appalling picture of a U.S.
society dominated by a "power
elite of corporation officers, military commanders, and political
administrators;"
but the treatment only skirts reality, and certainly will convince only a few
that the Communist Party is an
"essential ingredient" for social
progress.
Amidst this hodgepodge synthesis of the big lie and the little distortion, one prophesy does, however, sound disturbingly accurate.
After dividing all U.S. foreign
policy makers into accomodators,
limited-wa- r
advocates, and preventive war enthusiasts, the manifesto

PETE JENKS, Business Manager
N,
Features Editor
JOSH STROUP, Sports Editor
ALICE BIEBEL, Circulation Editor
SUSAN-ANDERSO-

Americans have an entrenched mistrust of bureaucracies;
when it comes to the Department of State they are absolutely
right. Glutted with everything save new ideas, the State
Department acts as a sponge on United States foreign policy
effectively absorbing and smoth

months in the State Department."
ering any innovation or individual
The chances of restructuring the
brilliance.
Department to make it conducive
Discontent with the State Department is nothing new. The New
York Sun in 1889, declared: "The
diplomatic ser
vice .
costly

and
spoils

.

.

is a

humbug
sham. It
a

Americans every
year, and does
no good to any-

$5

body." The Department's clumsiness and lack
of o r i g inality
Pierson
has i r r i tated
more than one
President over the years. "Damn
it." John Kennedy would say,
"Bundy and I get more done in
one day than they do in six

RON WALLACE

ezL

JOHN SCERBA, Photography Editor
DANNIE PEACOE, Ambassador
Plenipotentiary witfwul Portfolio

Janis Teal, Dave Purcell, John Ryan, Carl Pulvcrmacher, Mark McColloch, Dennis
Sue Gotshall, Bill Marsh.
Photographers: Mike Jackson, Ed Hershberger.
Cartoonist: Stan Good.
Columnists: Mike Hutchison, John Pierson, Harvey Tilden, Deane Calhoun.
Reporters:

Gocttel,

to a more timely,

incisive policy

are negligible. Bureaucrats jealously guard their administrative
orbits, shrinking from any change
that might snatch them away. In
the Department of State, each
mreaucrat, proud of his contribu
tion to the red tape, works to pre- 1
.1
serve tne status quo. ino clearer
example can be found of this than
in the bizzare Abba Schwarz af
fair.
TfcT

few

MARK JOHNSON, News Editor
ROBB-REINKERJt'erwmgJanag-

(Continued on Page 3)

by John Pierson

Published by the students of The College of Wooster during the school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the students and should not be construed as
representing administration policy.
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all correspondence to the
VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second class matter in
the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
LARRY HANAWALT

tell you how enormously refreshing it was to find in last week's
editorial column your courageous
and forthright statement of affirmation on the war and our personal
obligation to prosecute it. It has
been my conviction that such
"minor personal inconveniences"
as loss of life and limb should
not deter us one iota from our
unflagging determination to bring
the fruits of The American Way
of Life to small and ignorant
peoples the world over, without
regard to native remonstrance.
Moreover, I am doubly gratified
by the warmth with which our
policies are received by our allies
and adversaries alike. It is inconceivable to me that any intelligent

Affairs Of State

booster IMce

DON KENNEDY, Editor-in-Chie- f
Associate Editors

Hurrah for the VOICE! I can't

Pierced Politics

returns").

Convention
in Columbus,
30.
April
First place went to the
Wilmington MONITOR of Wilm
ington College, and third place to
Now there are several things a the BLACK AND MAGENTA of
such situation can Muskingum College.

wi,. u

all-o- ut

on

Hurrah for the VOICE!
To the Editor:

Abba Schwarz early this year
had come under reproach from
several powerful members of Con
gress, notably Michael Feishan,
realise he supported an easing of
i
restrictions on immigrants wishing
lo enter this country. On March
5th. Secretary Rusk, yielding to the
Congressional pressure, informed
Schwarz that the Administration
had decided "for economy reasons" to abolish the Bureau of
which he was in charge, the Bu- reau of Consular Affairs. Rusk sug
gested that he might as well resign.
Schwarz did resign two days later.
.

The affair involved more than
just a handful of upset Congressmen. Schwarz was a relative newcomer, a Presidential appointee.
He was resented as such when he
advance
began to vociferously
many new policy approaches not
just on immigration which the
Department career officers were not
accustomed to.They sensed aiLen- croachment from this new source
of initiative. They became hostile
towards Schwarz, and, allying with
influential Congressmen, forced his
removal.
Miss Frances Knight, head of
State's Passport Office, particularly
(Continued on Page 6)
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Letters To The Editor
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(Continued from Page 2)

person could presume to question
the wisdom of any aspect of our
multifarious foreign policy, or
deign to impung his personal responsibility for its execution.
Such penetrating and thoughtful
editorials as yours serve as an in
valuable contribution to the con
tinuing dialogue between madness
and insanity.
Peter Longini
Ed. Note: We respectfully sua
gest that Mr. Longini has missed
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To the Editor:
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Dear Sir:
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H

the editorials point.
'

Disappointments and Hopes
To the Editor:
After a thorough study of both
the Synod's statement and the
Trustees response, I feel obli
gated to agree with the VOICE
editorial of two weeks ago. I
am disappointed that the Board
of Trustees did not think it wise
to specify their feelings in a more
detailed manner. I hope that the
Board will consider the following:
(1) That the College provide the
needed leadership for a policy of
preferential treatment by (a)
the President's encouraging alum
ni, administration, faculty, and
students to participate m the im
plementation of such a policy and
(h) the Board specifying its com
mitment to "preferential treat
ment in its next meeting.
(2) That the Office of the Busi
ness Manager actually change its
order torm as the bynod recom
mended, and not merely investigate
the
teasibihty of the change;
that the LoIIege check and super
vise diligently the fulfillment of
fair employment provisions by all
contractors and
and engage only in contracts with
those who implement the fair em
ployment practices.
(3) That the College in fact
employ JN'egroes at all levels and
upgrade work through the normal
procedures of promotion," as the
bynod has recommended
(4) That the College place the
concern for human equality above
its preoccupation with Wooster's
"individual campus situation."
Thus a special effort to recruit
Negro students is justifiable. The
College may implement this either
by hiring a man qualified to un
dertake this special recruitment or
by participating in a joint recruit
ment program with other Ohio col
sub-contractor-

s"

IUL

I

camera crews here begin
a busy week of filming various aspects of Wooster campus
life. The program which will deal with the role of the
modern
Christian College will be shown on the television program
"Lamp Unto My Feet" on Sunday, June 12.
CBS

(Continued from Page 1)

techniques as bluffs and threats, the insistent testimony to
the contrary by students leaves shadows of doubt in this area.
Also, students justifiably resent absurdly intimate and irrelevant questions and suggestions; no student should ever
feel obligated to answer questions he considers irresponsible
or invalid. The Office of the Dean of Men states that it always
reminds suspected students of their right to remain silent before being formally charged.
The crucial issue in this situation, which has been ignored
in the current campus reaction, is the essentially unrealistic
nature of the personnel Deans' role, or roles. The Dean must
at various times assume the roles of counselor, detective,
prosecutor, and judge. The incompatibilities and inconsistencies inherent in this situation are obvious. A judge cannot claim objectivity if his mind is cluttered with the rumor,
inference, circumstantial evidence, and hearsay which necessarily accompany any investigation. This complicated issue
hinges on the College's conception of standards and penalties.
The Deans refuse to identify their role with that of a court
of law. They maintain that to restrict the Dean's role to that
of prosecutor andor detective for a separate court would
rob their position ol any and all flexibility; the student
could no longer expect
any special consideration for his in- dividual circumstances.

......
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v
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(6) That faculty who have exa desire to do such recruiting be encouraged to do so.
(7) That the Board of Trustees
nominate one "among a number of
outstanding candidates, who happen also to be Negroes," as a Trus
tee within the next school year

Too much has been said concerning the role of the Ad
ministration in these cases. This most recent case is a tribute
to the Wooster student body's unique ability to manufacture,
misconstrue, and exaggerate events. The rumor leakage has
occurred solely through the irresponsibility of the students.
for this reason, most students now possess a biased, distorted
(1966-67)- .
the story. This is perhaps natural but it is unfor(8) That the Board of Trustees version of
endorse the Abraham Lincoln Me- tunate because it automatically makes ogres of the personnel
morial Scholarship: that all funds deans, and it also creates an opportunity for students to
from the "Fifty Million Fund" express irresponsible criticism.
which Wooster receives in excess
of the amount needed for the construction of the new chapel go to
the Abraham Lincoln Memorial

Secondly, this case has received an undue amount of
notoriety which has blown the whole affair entirely out of
proportion, btudents on this campus are so eager to criticize
Scholarship.
that they will seize any opportunity that comes their way.
Paul Key
Editor's Note: Similar letters were The concern over this matter is a compliment to the aware
received from: Jim Evans, Farns ness and community spirit of the College, but fiction-baseLobenstein, Ed Piper, Jim
criticism will rarely be beneficial to anyone.
d

Mc-Hen- ry,

Steve

Wade

Thirdly, despite the constant discussion by students on
Brynelson, Jim O'Brien, and Bob campus who claim to be truly interested, there
has been an
Tiews.
amazing lack of direct communication with the persons under
fire. If criticism is legitimate, then the recinients of that
criticism should be the first to hear it. Usually they are the
WHEN YOU'RE
last. Less than one-hadozen students have voluntarily
HERE I WISH
voiced their views about this incident to the Dean of Women,
lf

(God Love Ya

&

Bye)

0C38
264-292- 6
Open 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.

C

though so many are acting outraged about her role in it.
Truly concerned students will bother to get the facts before
they criticize.
COMPLETE TUX OUTFITS

RENTALS

for Proms and Social Affairs, all the Newest
Colors and Styles at Special Savings for the
College Students.

BRENNER BROS.
Lower the Co
On the Square

e)

Pf8

To the Imperial Majesty of all the
Asias, Potentate of the Ages, Ruler could in no wise discover. How
of the Land of the Sun's Rising ever, the name of the town seems
and of Its Setting, Direct Descend- to refer to the comical cock, such
ant of the Dynasty of the Great as we have in our own villaees.
which struts and crows on the
Kahn;
dung hill.
Most Honored Uncle:
Rooster is famed throughout the
How are tricks over there? Did
the imperial sow litter success- region for a marvelous hill which,
fully? Is the plum harvest bounti- it is claimed, rises and sets with
ful? How many barbarians were the tide of opinion but stands
massacred on the northwestern steadtast against the tide of
frontier last week? Is the national change. Upon this hill is a pagoda
program for culture and refine- (tower) of elephant molar (probment progressing apace? I am get- ably ivory is meant here). This
pagoda is said to
ting a little low on cash. Please elephant-mola- r
send a check or bank draft this be remarkably flexible, so that it
time, instead of a camel caravan. can bend with every wind.
Our journey through the inUpon the hill of Rooster a re
scrutable Occident continues to be puted academy has been founded,
of utmost interest. Things have under the erovernorshiD of the ven
changed some since Marco Polo's erable Lao Rhi. I was first drawn
day. This is a land of extraordin- to this Academv of Rooster be
ary contrasts and bizarre customs. cause I had heard of a sDecial
Several days ago we traversed the course of instruction for oriental
students. I thoueht that such an
region called by the natives
The name presumably refers, admirable meeting of the cultures
in the native tongue, to the way ot Last and West, with an equal
the region vacillates between and honorable sharing of opinion,
heights and depths, existing in a would be worthy of contemplation.
state of quavering middle-lan- d
or Unhappily, all was not as I had
bop;.
been led to expect. DesDite the
We spent the night in the pro- many scrolls lauding this special
vincial outpost of Rooster, in- program to the four heavens (or
habited by a peculiar religious sect rather the one of the Passbythercalled the Passbythereans. What eans) , I had to search three hours
the name of this sect signifies we before discovering a single orien- O-hi-lo-

w.
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AND WHEN
YOU'RE GONE
I MISS YOU SO

I

Very respectfully yours,
Robert John Tiews

The Episode

1

YOU'D GO
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an-tiqu-

THE VIEW FROM THE CHAPEL:

y

Pete Herndon,

T
ITthZ ,rC

.

How to combat this vital role conflict is the toughest
.
U
problem ol all. Ihere dehnitely should be a thoroueh re
evaluation of the administration and student court system with
an eye toward separating the functions of the personnel
leges.
deans. Students eagerly wish to play a significant iudicial
(5) That the Admissions and the
part in such affairs, though submitting such cases to the
Alumni offices cooperate in using
selected Alumni to recruit Negro tiigh Lourt or a joint student-iacultjury would doubtless
also
present problems, this alternative should definitely be
students, burn policy has been effective on a limited scale and in- considered since there is so much dissatisfaction over the
dicates potential for expansion.
present system.

Avakian, Norm Hart,

About a year ago I communicated to your newspaper some
curious documents which I had quite
literally fallen upon in my Aunt Mirabel
attic.
These consisted of a series of undated letters
Gussets
nUS
H?ng
penned
in a cryPtic scriPl t0 his revered uncle
r.myf
r!LVfJ
residing in a remote corner of mainland Asia J00',
The letters apparently were never delivered, for they
m i-ng f a Jea C?CSt Which m' Aunt Gussct had ""quired while proselytizing the heathen in Shanghi. (So many of one's aunts seem to have pursued this
particular form of
amusement in their rash youth).
the ,scholarl' world in general, and to all those devoted
tai;anamnaXSlhraPSf l aiTnCe
to orien-i- t
particular the unearthing (or perhaps undusting) of a new
installment' in the fascinating
Hang Woo Chronicle. Someone, presumably my aunt, had used these
newest letters to wrap hymnals"
against the corrupting properties of fresh ocean air, being unaware of their
true scientific and literary
alue 1 came across them while rummaging in the attis for
a kumquat strainer (another oriental
which, by the way, my aunt assures me also serves admirably
to separate wheat from chaff,
sheep from goats, and motes from eyes.
'
l .?inuk that
letters never reached the ears for which they were
, !LiS Melani0l,y
intended.
Nevertheless, if they had, we would never have benefited from the
wisdom they contain, as
I hope we now al may. The translation
is my own. I hope, sir, that you and your readers find them

of Dressing Well
Wooster, Ohio

tal student. He was pursuing the
occidental sciences. He assured me
that there were at least three others
of our race at the academy, but
my further researches led me to
believe that they were not true

orientals, but westernized products
of the second or third generation.
Among the teaching scholars, I
met and talked with one true sage
of the Eastern philosophies, but
was saddened to learn that few students were eager to attend to the
great truths of the Orient. Consequently, he is required to teach
Western philosophy. The only
other oriental among the elder
scholars teaches one of the occidental pseudo-scienceHowever, he
will soon be leaving Rooster. Nowhere did I hear oriental languages spoken or oriental art,
learning, and customs discussed or
practiced. And this, despite the
many assurances that the Academy
of Rooster greatly desired to have
oriental students. Everywhere, I
saw the attempt to impose the cul
ture of a hundred years upon that
of thousands, and this not a little
angered as well as saddened me.
However, a dissident erourj of
young scholars, of great energy
and integrity, was demanding a
genuine program of oriental
studies, such as the manv scrolls
described. Unfortunately, the number of these dissidents was small
and easily stffled. For, despite their
integrity, they have presented their
requests to the venerable Lao Rhi
and his administrators in a most
bold and fractious manner
AT.
u
though in other respects having
much to learn, in this matter thp
venerable Lao Rhi has shown him
self a true student of oriental ways.
For. he has handled these
scholars with the silken cunning
of a Mandarin fox. I must admir
him for this. No doubr. if the
rebels persist, he will know hnw
to employ the persuasive techni
ques which our own esteemed
rulers have found so effective. As
the sages saw vouth is imnatient.
but the splendor of China was not
assembled in a thousand years.
I am most
respectfully your afs.

-

by Bob Crane
This summer Kenarden Lodee will undergo snmp rp.
furbishing and remodeling. For the past 50 years or so,
Kenarden has been the home of Wooster men's snrial nr.
ganizations. Next semester, however, as the Sections move
.
J

m.

-V
.11
ana into tne
uui int ivenaraen
new dorms, freshmen will make it brighten the interior. The grounds
their home. To accommodate these outside the lodge are to be
and seeded. Miss Peters
underclassmen, changes will have
to be made. The plans, announced says that she is looking forward to
by Miss Kathryn M. Peters, Direc seeing the results of the proposed
tor of residences, call for some changes; and that once the restructural chanees in addition to modeling is completed, Kenarden
a major clean-uand complete should provide very comfortable fectionate nephew.
,
living quarters for the freshmen.
rewiring.
Hang
Woo
Mr. Howard King, Assistant
At present each section in Ken- i
Dean of Men, has announced that
ardrn is a separate unit accessible
seven Junior residents and two
only by the front entrance. This
Senior Residents will be responsummer the walls dividing the secsible for the some 135 freshmen
tions are to be opened on the first
who will live in Kenarden. The
and second floors. Structural barsuites
on the third floor will reriers mav make this impossible
NOW THRU TUESDAY
in
1
main triples, and it is hoped to
one or two cases, but otherwise a
combine the singles on the other
Paul Newman
passage will be made from section
floors into doubles. This would be
to section throughout the dorm.
Janet Leigh
done to provide the underclassmen
Plans also include the closing of
with roommates, an important part
in
the entrances to Second and Sixth
of dormitory life. No structural
Sections. It is felt that these-ar- e
"HARPER"
changes would be necessary. The
unnecessary and could be more
only change would be that of furprofitably used as storage space.
nishing one room for study and
The present recreation rooms on an
adjacent room for sleeping. Mr.
MAY 11-the first floor of each section are
King also said that other freshto be converted into living quar"THE GROUP"
men will be living in Andrews and
ters. To replace them, it is planned possibly
a few in Douglass.
to destroy the partitions of a
Kenarden was built in 1911 and
double and two singles at the ex- underwent major
refurnishing in
treme ends of Kenarden. These 1937. The planned
remodeling is
MAY 13-1- 7
areas will then be remodeled and the first
major improvement to the
furnished as lounees. These two !pdgesince1952when
SjdneyPpIHer
s
- the- lounges, wMcTfwiff be in what are
were renovated. This sumAnne Bancroft
presently hirst and Seventh Sec- mer's construction work will
be
tions, will provide freshmen with done
"SLENDER THREAD"
by Theodore Bogner & Sons,
a sizable and comfortable area for who
are currently working on the
relaxation and study.
new .speech and biology buildings.
Along with the structural altera- The electrical work will be done
tions, plans include the building's by Kail & Leggett. An estimate of
Starting May 18
complete rewiring. Plaster and the cost of the remodeling is
not
paint will then improve and yet available.
"MY FAIR LADY"
1

re-landsca-

p

ped

17

13
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oin Deans Make Official Statement

i

.

About Recent Rule Infractions

And College Policy
--

(JW'A

err,

The Personnel Deans' Office released the followin
ment concerning the recent disciplinary cases.

,

by Jim Evans

ill-equipp-

ed

g

The solution to this problem
is by no means obvious. None of
us can thoughtfully dispute the
logic behind Dr. Lowry's assertion
that students have no business setting the educational standards for
their own degrees. If we can
"earn" a diploma by demonstrating competence solely in those
areas and in relationship to those
criteria we have established, then
our four years and $10,000 are
wasted. But this admonition is no
answer. Even when students ask
for the moon they're willing to accommodate themselves to natural
laws in order to get there.
It is in matters of morals that
the lines of legitimate authority become especially vague. For this
reason most student dissent
throughout the country has arisen
apropos of ethical problems. Consider the periodic waves of protest directed against Galpin hard
upon the announcement that another student has been suspended
for sexual behavior which the college finds objectionable; or the
futile pleadings of men who have
known the advantages in privacy
and finances of off campus living
against the
.mentality which is building our
nhree new dorms.
--

one-big-happy-fam- ily

Even the Food Service fight had
its ethical basis, although one hard
to

was involved, all of whom were charged with specific of
fenses against the college stand- were not telling the whole truth.
ards
'

both students and administrators
retreat deeper into dangerously cirs
cumscribed
from which
an irrational compulsion persuades
s
them to take
at stereotypes across the imaginary battle

'

'

--

"in

rinnrl
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PRESIDENT HOWARD F. LOWRY ACCEPTS

a $20,000 donation
toward the new John Mateer Biology Building as a group of
Trustees look on. The Board, in a recent meeting, accepted
the $1.4 million bid offered by a Wooster contractor.

fox-hole-

pot-shot-

line.

Matching Deadline Nears
For Centennial Campaign

This is the situation I have
watched develop these last four
years, which we must eliminate.
Let all questions of guilt be banned. They are as irrelevant as their
answers would be problematical.
With four months remaining in
Neither should we waste time with
excuses and explanations of how tre matching period, the College
the mutual distrust arose. If this is in its final efforts to meet sue- situation does exist we must get cessfully the Ford challenge grant.
rid of it.
Next official announcement on
obprogress toward the three-yea- r
jective will be at the Alumni
EATING
Luncheon on Saturday, June 4.
Also in June, status of the 10- Students who wish to eat
I r - AAA AAA
next semester may yea.r $ZU,UUU,UUU
Lentennial Lam-paigwijl be reported. The Ford
do so by indicating their desire at ID registration on May challenge grant of $2,200,000, to
14. It has recently been ruled be matched by additional gifts of
that students living
$5,500,000 during the three years
may opt to eat
ending this August 31, is part of
All decisions made
the larger Centennial Campaign.
at the May 14 registration
Important recent additions to
will be final.
the campaign include gifts toward
the new Mateer Biology Building
Students and administrators and gifts received through the
must no longer be thought of as Fifty Million Fund of the United
conflicting parties in disputes, but Presbyterian Church. Wooster is
as allies against the common ene- scheduled to receive $420,000 tomies of inefficiency and mediocrity. ward a new chapel through the
I doubt that this understanding Church drive.
can be achieved until we all come
As announced earlier, the next
to a definite agreement on the building to be started is the new
legitimate role of the students in student union. Preliminary drawcollege policy making. It may well ings have now been approved by
be that the gap will widen before the Board of Trustees. The archiany understanding is achieved, for tect is preparing working drawings
students will have to articulate with construction scheduled to beforcefully their demands for a gin in the fall.
strong student role in campus leadMembers of the Centennial
ership, and administrators must Building Committee of the SGA
preserve their own competence in have played a large part in helping
administrating. But I feel sure an plan the new union. A general
agreement is possible, and I am meeting is being scheduled to reconvinced that campus unrest will view the plans and facilities of the
grow continually more strident and new center with the student body.
universal until this question is
Student representatives working
settled.
on the union plans have included
OFF-CAMP-

off-camp-

4. Some of those charged incur2. To protect those charged,
red no penalty.
specific written notices were given
5. By previous standards for
them, an invitation was extended
to them to bring in supporting penalties and procedures,
those
evidence (which they all declined suspended would have been given
to do) and the deans felt it in- immediate dismissal from the colcumbent upon them to investigate lege. However, those suspended for
as thoroughly as possible to pro- a period of time were placed on
tect the innocent, and to be as disciplinary probation for the reobjective as possible about the de- mainder of this semester, with sustermination of guilt. Hence con- pension starting after the last final
siderable time and effort were in- examination. This procedure will
volved in attempting to ascertain give them every "break" possible
in finding a new, temporary, or
the truth.

Those found cuiltv were
Ron Neill, chairman of the Cen penalized with sentences from $100
tennial Building Committee, Lee fines to suspension indefinitely. All
Catello, Kathv Rhodes. Ken Fisrh. who were penalized admitted some
er, Chuck Gabriel and Don Ken degree of guilt, and comparison of
nedy.
their own stories made clear they

i

3.

permanent educational location.
The disciplinary probation had
certain specified provisions, chief
of which was that if any other
violations of a college standard
occurs, they may be suspended
immediately.

US

us

Take your good time

n

on-cam--

pus

off-camp-

going home.

us.

distinguish from strong but very

selfish economic motives. Still some

11

'4'''

fensive. The lines of distrust harden. With each new confrontation
----

displayed, but his
harried activism worries many of
his anxious elders. Somehow, all
this journalism seems a little removed from our situation here at
this college. As students we are
to judge the validity of
any comparisons between ourselves
and our counterparts of the Eisenhower years. And we find it difficult realistically to identify any
activity on our campus with "harried activism." In four years here,
however, I have grown increasingly aware of a developing tension
at Wooster which lies right at the
center of the rising student unrest.
The place of the student in college
policy-makinstands in desperate
need of adequate definition.

ctatf.

1. A rather large group of students, men and women,

The American college student of the sixties has become
a favorite target for journalists and commentators on all sides.
Usually they find him an enigma. His concern contrasts
favorably with the numbed indifference students of a decade
ago allegedly

or

Campus Efews Notes

substance must be granted to the
claims of students that they were
being treated unfairly. In this very
issue of the VOICE we can read of
All students who are intending to enroll in student teaching,
an undeniably moral demand stuin either semester of next year, or in the coming summer school at
dents are making to the college on Wooster,
are asked to attend a
conference at 4:15
the subject of Negro education.
p.m. on May 13, in room 205 Kauke. Entrance requirements and
My point is that with every con- enrollment procedures will be discussed.
frontation between dissatisfied stuSince one of the purposes of this meeting is to develop a roster
dents and the Administration the for advance planning of placement, it is very important that all Intension mounts and the need for terested students attend. If you are absolutely unable to attend, do
a definition of student responsithese two things: (1) Send a proxy to the meeting, prepared to say
bility increases. Without such an whether you prefer first or second semester, mornings or afternoons,
understanding, students, wary of and whether or not you will have a car. (2) Come to 212 Kauke on
the effectuality of their demands, the following Tuesday or Thursday for further instructions.
grope in all directions, often withWayne Cornelius, presently studying under the Washington
out sensitivity for human feelings, Semester program at American University will work as a Research
for any source of genuine power, Intern for the USIA's Latin American Affairs division. He will assist
however crude. Administrators, in senior analysts reporting on political and sociological developments
turn, become more and more de south ot the border.
pre-registrati-
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Fly half -- fare on

Eastern via Florida.

on

-

Florida swings in the spring but it really swings In the summer.
Lower
room rates are in effect. And Eastern will take you to
Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale or even Miami for half-farSo take a detour and enjoy it on your way home. Or go home first and down
to Florida later.
Just use your Eastern Youth ID card, or similar card from another airline. If
you don't have such a card, it's a snap to get one -p- rovided you're under 22
and can prove it. For the specifics, stop by a Travel Agent or any Eastern ticket
office.
Once you have your card, you can get an Eastern Jet Coach seat for half-farYou can't make an advance reservation. But if there's a seat available
at
departure time, you can fly to any Eastern destination within the continental
U.S. Including Florida.
off-seas-

on

e.

e.

EASTERN
May Scot Beauty and Drawn

....
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NUMBER ONE TO THE FUN

Now Thru Monday

be brilliant this

TEACH
Elementary, Secondary, or Special Education

Color Day Weekend

Qualifications
PAUL NEWMAN
LAUREN

BACALL JULIE HARRIS

PANAVISION
A

WUMI

Earn while learning

No Education Courses Required
Bachelor's Degree
A Liberal Education

TECHNICOLOR
MM HCIbU

Week Nights 7:25 and 9:30
Sun., 2:30, 4:50. 7:00 and 9:20

Preparation in a

Subject-Are-

INTERN TEACHING PROGRAM

a

. . .

Master's Degree
Professional

Certification
Annual Income of $5500

Placement and Tenure
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

Philadelphia. Pa. 19122
r
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A flock of

Chances for a win in the track department are just about
Akron was the Conference champion last year and
Slippery Rock, Wooster's other opponent, always manages to put
together a strong team. Back in February the Slippery Rock squad
proved its worth by beating the Scots in an indoor meet. Akron
looks even tougher. Because it is bigger and has a track reputation with drawing power, the university in Tire Town is simply
out of our class. It should form a separate league with Mount
Union. Don't get the idea that the Scots are any "weak sisters"
though. Last year Akron was one of just three schools to beat
Wooster during the season. The Scots' sprinters Ken Norris, Dan
Sabo, Jim Long, Pat Dewey, and Hugh Ruffing will give the
Zips as much trouble as ever in the dash events and the relay
events as well. Rick Waidler, running the 880, and Gary Brown,
our top three-mile- r,
will rival the Zips, too. But Wooster will not
win. Where the Scots will lose is in the field events and the
hurdles. Akron has got top Conference performers in all of these
events but one. When the sawdust and cinders have cleared
away, Akron will be out in front.

KEN NORRIS, left, and his combat boots represent the Selective Service Test, being given on May 14, that will keep many
athletes like Gary Brown, center, wondering whether to compete or not. The test conflicts with varsity contests that day
so Dan Sabo, right, could be left holding a lot more empty

shoes.

Netmen Even Record
With Twin 8-- 1 Wins
by

Marsh

Bill

Last week the Scot netmen rallied to down both Baldwin-Wallac- e
and Mount Union by identical scores of
The wins boosted Woos
ter's record to an even
for the season.
The Scots traveled to Baldwin-Wallacon Tuesday and swept
an six singles ana two or. tne
doubles to win.
Jim Freshman George Fitch completed
PofT led the Scots with his win at the Scots sweep of the singles
first singles over Doug Squires, matches by finishing off John Klep-fe6-Will Johnson, moved up
No Troubles in Doubles
to the second spot for this match,
In
the doubles department,
defeated
Tom Jones,
Wooster's Johnson and Trantum
fell to Squires and Jones at first
Playing at third singles,
Tad Trantum downed Yellow doubles tor the Scots first and only
loss,
Poff and Archibald
6-Jacket Ted Gordon,
came
back
to defeat Gordon
strong
Steve Donaldson defeated
Lip-ki8--
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in the sporting

To

4th Place Finish
by Jon Thomas

Denison University hosted
the Great Lakes College Association Track Meet last Saturday and Wooster's track
squad ended up with a fourth place
finish. Headinc the list of the nine
competing schools were the squads
trom Larlham, Wabash and Ober

in the high jump competition he
captured fourth.
Other individuals adding to the
Scots' overall totals included Rick
Waidler. with second Dlace in the
half mile, Gil Cargill in the mile,
and the quartet of Pat Dewey,
Hugh Ruffing, John Sheppard, and
STANDINGS FOR

8

Seventh's A team came in second with a 30-1record and a
.705 average and was followed
WJ
LU
close behind bv Second A with 90
.
. '
wins and 15 losses
Behind Chazan, individual high
game honors went to Sixth's Dave
Alger, with a 223, and Fourth's
Dick Amos who picked up a 219.

high-spee-

d

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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Seventh

13 points

Sixth
Third

2.

7

A

KENARDEN

4.

0,
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TV

and Lipkin, 6-and Fitch and
Hufford paired to keeD their un- defeated
record bv downing
Michaels and Klepfer, 6-Netmen Sparkle at Union
A l Mount Union on Saturday,
Johnson stepped into the first
singles spot to win against Raider
riot) Johns, 6-Trantum, back
.
'
at number two, fell to Bill Chris
r
t n
WT
l!
S
wu.i,
ivi vvuusLers
only loss of the afternoon. Archi
bald defeated Mount s third singles
man John Armitage,
1.
Fitch, at number five, stopped Hays
6-Willis,
and Donaldson defeated Yellow Jacket Peter Sun,
at number five. Scot Bill
HufTord finished the singles competition with a win over Doug
2,

in 'the league.

of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire.
Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, ' outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable.
All five of your Ideal dates will be delightful.
So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

22 Park Avenue

Norris Paces Scots

Individual star for Wooster was
sophomore Kennv Norris who cod
ped first place in the 100 and sec- ond in the zzu yard dash. Ihe
speedy Scot also manaeed to olace

1- -2

sense of the word. The K League
bowlers just finished up for another year and Third's A team
came out on top with a 3514-record.
The Oats racked up a .807 percentage and managed a 649 team
series average. Rich Chazan's 225
was the highest single game score

-

V- -

TUMBLE

Ohio State's JV's stopped
the Wooster Lacrosse Club in
the Scots' home opener last
Saturday by a 7-- 2 score. Walt
Manger and Al Stirba had
the two Wooster scores, both
of which came in the first half.
Before this afternoon's game
against Oberlin, the stickmen
posted a
tally for the
season. The Scots close out
their 1966 season with a clash
against Denison in Granville
on May 14.

Kegler

Your ideal date
such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
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is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its
computer for a live,
answer to this question.
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Second
Fifth

points

points
points
points

Waidler placing in the mile relay
event.

1

The Scots' strongest performance
was turned in by the 440 relay
team. Ken Norris, Mike Gordon,
Buddy Harris, and Jon Marti grabbed first place in the event.
Other outstanding efforts were
turned in by Jim Long and Harris
who placed fourth and first, respectively, in the high hurdles.
Wooster's next home perform6-Lamb,
ance will be tomorrow against AkWooster took all three doubles ron and Slippery Rock in the big
matches.
Color Day meet to begin at 1 p.m.
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Wooster finished a mere 11th in the conference championship,
but during season play the Scots traded wins with the Zips, who lost
only three last year. Wooster has seven of its eight best players coming back, but their 11th place finish and
record last year doesn't
say that much for them. Then again, the Scots have beaten two teams
this year who trounced them in 1965. If they're lucky, the Scot links-mecould pull this one out, but chances arc that Coach Shipe and
his boys will come away disappointed.

1.

2

Phil
at number four,
and Bob Archibald, playing fifth,
Everything points to a tennis victory for the Scots. Last year, downed Jack Michaels,
Wooster blanked the Zip netmen
to chalk up their 13th win against
Akron in 14 contests. The Scot team has not changed substantially
Roll To
since then, but Akron has lost its first, third, seventh, and eighth players. The Zips then will be relying on untested upperclassmen and
Win In
freshmen. Their freshmen could do anything. We might not be the
only team with a George Fitch and Bill Hufford bolstering the lower
Every winter and spring
of
the
lineup. Bui Akron hasn't been startling anyone this season the boys at Kenarden take up
part
look
for
so
a clean Wooster sweep.
a different pastime by becomIt's going to be a different story on .the links, however. The
Scot golfers will have quite a challenge on their hands. Akron
grabbed second place in the Ohio Conference Championship last
season and Marietta, the. other Wooster foe for tomorrow, was
fourth.. On paper, Akron's got the definite advantage. They've
got their first, second, and fifth men back and two standout transfer students. One was the top player for Iowa State in 1964. A
Zip freshman was the 1964 Akron high school district champion.
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unearned runs once again proved the downfall of the
ocot team as its record has fallen
overall and 14 in the Ohio had a double, and John Murphy
to
Conference. The Scots have hit the smacked a single to round out the
ball for 78 total bases to their op- Scot attack.
Marietta's runs scored in the
ponents' 56 and yet have grabbed
fourth and the eighth. The first
only one victory.
Junior righthander Larry Ram-seye- r was aided by two Wooster errors
pitched an excellent game and a single and the second by a
against the visiting Marietta nine, two- - base, throwing error and a
but the Pioneers pushed across two single. The win moved Marietta's
unearned runs to edge a frustrated conference record to
At Ashland, Wooster grabbed a
Black and Gold squad. Ramseyer
lead after two and a half
fanned nine and walked two in his four-rueight innings before yielding to innings only to see the Eagles
Bob Courson in the ninth. He al- eventually tie it with two out in
lowed only five singles and a the ninth and go on to win with
double, no two of which occurred a tally in the 11th.
in the same inning.
The Scots blasted eight hits in
the game, including four doubles,
but mustered only one run. They
put runners on second and third
with none out in one inning and
loaded the bases with one out in
another but couldn't come up with
the key hit against Pioneer lefty
Larry Price. The visitors' pitcher
struck out 14 Scots.
The only run was scored in the
mmmm
eighth when freshman Mike Weber
doubled and George Bare doubled.
.. v,wiiv.v,r.',v
Weber and Bare also had singles
in the game, Dan Roseberry had
rw:::::::::::i;::;;x::5;
a double and a single, Tim Jordan
1--

h

non-existe-

hm

6-- 5

J
Once the teams do get outside, there will
be some very interesting action to watch. It will
be challenging trying to see even part of it
though. Thanks to a somewhat staggered
schedule the track and baseball squads won't
be competing at the same time in the stadium,
Josh
but the track meet and tennis and aolf mn-all start within a half hour of each other. If you're not a speedy
spectator, it might pay to dream about good lungs and track shoes
or you'll have to be content watching one sport.

1

;

by Denny Goettel
It was close but no cigar twice more for the Scot baseball nine
during the last week as Wooster lost to powerful Marietta, 2-- a week
ago and
in 10 innings to Ashland on Tuesday.

M

Just what sort of chances do the Scots have of winning tomorrow?
Akron brings a baseball team that has a nasty habit of beating Wooster regularly. In fact, (he Scots have lost eight straight games to the
Zips, whose 14-overall record for last year far outweighed Woos-ter'- s
meager
tally. Earlier this year, Akron beat the Scots
so things would appear pretty dismal for Wooster tomorrow. But the
Scots can win. if they can stop their practice of leaving men on base.
They can outslug Akron any day. The Scots just can't put their hits
together to produce runs. Not one Zip player is ranked in the top 10
hitters in the Conference. Wooster has two Mike Weber and Dan
Roseberry and has other men that can clout the ball, though less
steadily lhan Weber or Rose. If Wooster's fielding isn't extremely
poor (which it can be) and if the Scots can group their usual number
of scattered hits together, they will come out on top.

Five

k$ Errors Prove Cosily

Tomorrow will be one of those days for sports that spectators
dream about and athletic directors have nightmares over. On top
of all the special Color Day events, there will be more games,
meets,
and matches on Saturday than any other day this season. All the
spring sports will be hosting visiting teams from Akron University.
The track team from Slippery Hock and the golfers from Marietta
will also he here to compete. Picture trvins? to
that many visiting teams and four Scot teams ready
for afternoon competition all at the same time with
the limited facilities that Severance gym is noted
for. You can see that the Athletic Department staff
will have anything but an easy time.
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Cosmetics
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Closest to the Campus

8
MIKE WEBER

leads the Scots
a .526 average that makes him second
best in the Ohio Conference.
The speedy freshman is destined for three more good seasons at the hot corner.
in batting with

Both teams committed six errors

apiece in the shoddy contest. Four
of the six Eagle runs scored after
two were out as the persistent hosts
added to the woes of the Wooster
nine.
Junior Tim Jordan broke out of
a slump to lead the Wooster attack
with a triple and a single and an
RBI. Dave Lazor and Jim Donnelly each had a double and a
single, Murphy a triple, and Weber
a single as the Scots again had an
eight hit attack.
However Ashland touched Wooster pitchers for 11 hits, the most
given up in a single game this season by the stingy mound staff.
Only three of the Eagle runs were
earned. Al Hyzer lost his first
T"
K
i
(rama t.rVmM
iicu iic iciieveaJ jdod coureu"11
son in the 11th. After two were
out, he allowed a triple and a
single, which produced the win
ning run.
Weber ranks second in hitting
in the conference and Roseberry
sixth with .526 and .409 averages
respectively. Uare leads in doubles
with three and is second in RBI's
with eight. Weber is also tied for
first in home runs with two. Hyzer
is fifth in pitching with a 0.56
ERA in 16 innings.
1
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UNIQUE COOKERY
"SINCE 1925""

I
Prescription Center
"In the Heart of the Medical Area"
Phono

262-89- 41

132 S. Buckey

St.
WOOSTER OHIO

r

Continuous Service from
til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)

7:30 a.m.

For Reservation!

Phone

263-478-
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MORE ON

by Gary Houston

(Continued from Page 2)
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One may choose to view the Little Theatre's production of Ketti Frings' Look Homeward, Angel as simply a play, or going farther, as a theatrical event. Assuming that it
is the latter, this spring's production has proven to be the vindication of the guest star
adaptation of Thomas Wolfe's novel about
system. The play, a Pulitzer
the strife of the bants, a Worth
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The irony of the conflict is that
the Administration does not now
plan to abolish the Bureau of Con- h;
sular Affairs. With Schwarz gone,
Miss Knight and her Congressional
friends give Johnson and Rusk
comparatively little trouble. The
Administration figures that the
Bureau of Consular Affairs is
worth the expense after all.
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Reno Convention
Jane

Sennett, sophomore
from Huron, returned to the
campus last Thursday evening
from Reno, Nevada, where
she represented the College at the
National Convention of Delta Sigma Rho - Tau Kappa Alpha. While
in Reno she was formally inducted
into the organization, which
honors superior achievement in debate, public speaking and other
forensic activities.
In addition to participating in
business sessions of the society
Jane competed m a persuasive
speaking contest and the National
Student Congress. This year the
Congress debated means of safe
guarding freedom of speech, the
Jane was
Dress, and assembly.
elected secretary of the parlia
ment's Committee on Free Speech,
and assisted in securing passage
of a resolution that called on State
governments and college adminis
t rations to refrain from censoring
speakers invited to appear on the

mm'

nations campuses.
About 150 students from 82
colleges and universities attended
the convention, which named Sen-

ator William Fulbright "Speaker
of the Year."

I

Carolina family, in the fall of
1916, features professional guest
star Nan Martin, notably of the
Broadway stage. I say "vindication" because reports to the effect
that Miss Martin has "infected"
the student cast with her remarkable skill, creativity, and vigor
are all most apparently true. As
the shrewish, tenacious, scheming,
yet maternalistically tender Eliza
Cant, proprietress of the Dixieland
Boarding House, she demonstrates
a vivacity and professional sense
of control which helps make this
production a "hit," on the Woos-trriascale, in comparison with
the Little Theatre's past producn

tions.
As to the individual student performances, several of them are excellent, a few are fair, and a couple
are poor. The audience is left to

Am
'

Senneii Graces

Friday, May 6, 1966

Wolfe's 'Angel' Scores I lit In Little Theatre

Pierced Politics
wanted Schwarz out since he believed in relieving restrictions upon Americans traveling abroad.
That Miss Knight worked for
Schwarz severely exacerbated the
clash. Undoubtedly Rusk would
have delighted in kicking Miss
Knight upstairs to a position with
larger title but less power. She,
however, was the typical bureaucrat: 32 years with the State De-partment, achieving the typical
promotions, winning the typical
friends in Congress. The bureaucratic clash confronted Schwarz
against Knight. Schwarz lost.
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TWO GUYS FROM BOSTON present their folk singing talents

tonight after the picnic dinner on the Kauke lawn. One of the
g
young groups on the folk scene, the "Guys" are
one of the main events of the Color Day weekend.
fast-risin-

Varied Activities, Summer Session
Keep Wooster Going After Exams
The Wooster Campus does not die with June but begins
a new and varied life. The standard summer school begins
semesters. Undergraduates and
June 13, for two four-weequalified high school students can choose from courses of

distinguish and identify the latter.
Included among the former is Ross
Morgan, who, as W. 0. Gant,
alcoholic hus
Eliza's
band (a decadent continuation of
Hardy's "Jude, the Obscure"
theme), undertakes with appreci
able brilliance and depth the task
of playing opposite Miss Martin.
Also in the former category are
stone-cuttin-

STARK'S
RESTAURANT

k

fered m 16 departments. 1 wo
chapels per week are part of this
program.
This summer Wooster will inaugurate its Masters in Arts and
Teaching (MAT) program. The
MAT program will replace regular education courses for the degree offered during the normal
academic year.
The Institute for Teachers of
United States Historv offers its
second annual six weeks session
here this summer. The program is
sponsored by a National Education
Defense Act grant and will be
attended by 45 teachers.
Seven African youths will be
headquartered at Wooster this
summer in the Crossroads Africa
program. They will
reverse-flospend seven weeks studying the
educational, agricultural, economic

I
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Cut, You Delt

by Walt Manger (Fifth Section)
My only complaint about the College of Wooster is Fifth
Section. Fifth is the seat of much of the unrest and discontent
which is found at Wooster. At times it seems that Fifth is
supporting the Student Aid Fund through chapel fines con
tributed by brothers who missed
the right turn at University and
ended up at the Shack or who
would rather spend that half-hou- r
in the rack instead of becoming
involved in the controversy over
the economic condition of Outer

early dawn but often wonder just
what is going on up there at 3:30
in the morning.
After careful scrutiny of his bill
from the Treasurer's office, the Delt
realizes that there has been a mistake because he was assured that
Mongolia.
there would be no tuition raise in
Every day as he passes the the next four years.
recommended by Duncan Hines
For social diversion, the Delt
sign at the Kenarden dining hall, looks to the Sandlewood Room
at least one member of Fifth Sec- where most nights he can expect
tion has been heard to say, "Ladies a crowd of at least 25, ping-ponyou've done it again."
As the Delt retires
and knock-out- .
As he returns to the high priced by the dawn's early light, he rests
Kenarden-Hilton- ,
nostalgia reigns assured that upon awakening
as he sees the name of a former nothing will be changed.
brother carved in his desk in 1939.
I'm glad I'm not a member of
The brothers find security in the Fifth Section but even I wonder
knowledge that the lights of Kauke just what is going on up there at
Tower shine through the mists of 3:30 in the morning.
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They will be under the direction of
Mr. Paul Christianson of the English Department.
New this summer is the first of
throe Faculty Summer Seminars
on the Religions of Asia. The program is sponsored jointly by The
Great Lakes Colleges Association,
The Associated Colleges of the
Midwest, and The University of the
State of New York.

Directors of this year's program
TT
i
t1
on Hinduism will ne protessors
T. Raju and James Norton, of
the College staff. The four week
session begins June 26. It focuses
on the teaching of Hinduism at the
undergraduate level and on the
impact of Hinduism on Indian culture and society. Islam and Buddhism are the scheduled institutes
for the next two years.
Wooster also hosts nearly 2,500
Presbyterians each summer in connection with Ohio Synod functions.
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included Bryan Dunlap as Eugene
Gant, Russell Badger as Ben,
Laurel Fieleke as Kirs. "Fatty"
Pert, Sally Patton as Helen, and
Walter Hopkins as Dr. Maguire.
Marilyn Stains, as Madame Elizabeth, a crotchety and caviling
strumpet from W. O.'s better days,
also deserves praise for her brief,
but delightful, appearance in the
second act.
The aforesaid discrepancy between
performances,
some problems in staging, along
with the nature of the script itself,
account for the sometimes appropriate, sometimes inappropriate,
tension between melodrama and
naturalism in certain scenes onstage. When inappropriate, the difficulty seems to lie in mood transitions and timing; more work in
this area is perhaps desirable.
When appropriate (by far dominating the greater portion of the
play's time), the production becomes very fine ensemble drama.
The zenith of this latter case comes
in the W alpurgisnacht-scen- e
in
which the elderly Gants, under
the strain of crisis, begin to destroy
their furniture violently and exorcise Eliza's boarders.
Along with this, and more important than the merits of individual actors, are to be observed
the moments of interaction which
truly make this production. Here,
cast-membe-

Daily 10:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sundays 1 1 :30 a .m. - 9 p.m.
Catering to
BANQUETS
PRIVATE PARTIES
FAMILY MEALS
FISH FRY FRIDAY EVE.
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
99e
All You Can Eat!
t

Flavor Crisp Chicken
to Take Out
Phone 262-78for Reservations
06

(Off Liberty St.)
Rear, 145V2 E. Liberty
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Helen Jeffrey
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Whitman Candies
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fine color and precise modern
cut. The name, Keepsake, in
your ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select your very per-

students:
unwind at Sheraton
during spring
and summer
vacation
and save money . . .

Keyed-u-b

sonal Keepsake at your

Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under

Jewelers.
I

This FREE ID Card entitles you to
generous room discounts at most
Sheratons. (Teachers can enjoy the
same discounts.) Ask for your free ID
Card from the Sheraton repon campus.
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Keepsake Diamonds Available in Wooster

at

WHITE'S JEWELRY STORE

Beall Avenue
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smart styling to enhance

Two Blocks North of Campus

at
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Dry Clean up to 0 lbs. $2.00

Beall

and yearning Eugene are creative
of a theatrical beauty rarely witnessed on our stage. So, too, the
moments which belong to Eugene
and his big brother Ben, played
with almost flawless precision by
Mr. Badger, are intimate and
striking.
The reader and theatre-goe- r
who
is also an aesthetic dialectician will
appreciate James Hawley's angular
and visually convergent set design,
with variant platforming (in accordance with bedroom scenes
called for by the script) for the
benefit of those who tire of "flat"
drama. To the extent that the
visual can help the verbal, the design imparts the "house divided"
idea effectively. As for lighting
i.e., lighting cues
the vantage
of
point
an opening night performance indicates the need of a
little more coordination.
In sum, then, Look Homeward,
Angel is a powerfully engaging
story, transcending its melodramatic elements with moments of credibly human emotion, force, and
clarity. Miss Martin's appearance
helps bring these qualities to this
week's Little Theatre production
an incisive event, more than worth
the investment of your time.

NOW OPEN
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LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN
10
Dry 10c Minutes
Wash 20c Lp;;d
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we may single out Miss Martin,
Bryan Dunlap, and Russell Badger. The poignant scenes between
Eliza and Mr. Dunlap's puerile
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